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The SINGLEMARKETS survey (with IPSOS)

● Roughly 15-minute online survey on issues relating to single-market 

governance

● 26,000 responses: representative samples of 4,000 Americans and 2,000 

Europeans in each of 11 countries
○ EU countries: Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Poland, Romania, Austria, Ireland

○ (Also surveyed but not presented here: Norway, Switzerland, UK)



How much citizen-level accountability do we see in EU and 

US single market governance? 

● Borrowing from American political scientists (Lerman & Trachtman 2020): 

democratic accountability is healthier the more citizens exhibit:

○ Awareness: knowledge of policies (existing single market rules)

○ Assessment: support for policy goals (for single market agenda)

○ Attribution: support for certain governing institutions to pursue those goals



Theoretical expectations

● General conditions that should favor citizens’ ability to play these roles: 
○ Salient electoral competition for central-institutional positions that mobilizes citizens to 

pay attention to central policies

○ Central fiscal resources that matter for citizens and encourage them to orient politically 

toward central institutions

○ Shared identity that encourages citizens to see themselves as a group to whom policy-

making institutions could be accountable

○ Shared language, culture and media that allow citizens to communicate easily with each 

other and actors in central institutions

○ Economic integration in greater flows of exchange and mobility across internal borders, 

which raises the costs and salience of interstate impediments



Hypotheses and some subgroup issues

● Americans should be:
○ more aware of their internal-market rules

○ assess internal-market openness more positively

○ and be more likely to support federal[EU] action for them

● While controlling for composition effects within these populations:
○ People in jobs related to cross-border business might be more positive (more in the US)

○ ?? People from poorer/more peripheral subunits might be more negative (skewed in our 

selected EU countries)

○ ?? Regulatory skeptics might be more negative about federal/EU action (more in the US)



Independent variable of interest: market “effects”

Mixed Effects Hierarchical Model:

Yijk=βXij+γSj+δMk+δZk+ϵijk

● Yijk - Outcome for individual i in state/country j within market k (e.g., attitudes supportive of 

democratically responsive processes). 

● Mk - Market-level variable (e.g., residing within the ESM or U.S. market).

● Xij - Vector of individual-level control variables (e.g., partisanship strength, attitudes towards 

climate change and immigration).

● Sj - State/country-level control variables.

● Zk - Vector of other market-level control variables (e.g., education, age, income pegged to 

country's distribution).

● β, γ, δ - Coefficients for individual, state/country, and market-level variables respectively.

● ϵijk - Random error term.



Objective 

awareness: 

whether 

individuals 

know rules 

governing the 

single market

Awareness (1) 



Subjective 

awareness: 

whether 

individuals 

perceive 

single market 

issues as 

problematic

Awareness (2)



“To have a 
thriving 
economy, firms 
must be allowed 
do business 
freely across the 
U.S./EU”

“…people must 
be allowed to 
move freely 
across the 
U.S./EU”

Assessment



Attribution

“The EU/U.S. 

federal 

government 

should do 

more to make 

trade easier 

across the 

EU/U.S.”



How do we explain this “Europe effect”?

● Summary finding: there is a large, positive “Europe effect” on awareness, 

assessment, and attribution about single-market governance

● Explanation 1: institutions!
○ European agents have been drawing attention to Single Market issues for 70 years

○ In modern US, nobody’s job to identify and address interstate barriers

● Validating a strong theoretical tradition in both EU and US politics
○ Neofunctionalism: building European institutions will cultivate support for integration

○ US giants Ted Lowi, E.E. Schattschneider, Suzanne Mettler: “policies determine politics” 



Explanation 2: trust 

in central authority

(note: unlike 

previous figures, 

dot/diamond/square 

are distinct 

questions, not 

subgroups)


